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Sony wega tv 55 inch

Features Remote control inputs and outputs Notes feature HDTV- Sony KDF-E55A20 Grand Vega Rear Projection LCD TV has a built-in ATSC tuner that will receive over-the-air and cable high definition signals without needing a separate DTV set-top box. With its HD-compatible component video and HDMI input, the TV can also display
high-end DVD players and programs in high definition from the set-top box. Besides, the TV also includes an NTSC tuner for analog broadcasting, and the cablecard is ready. CableCard: Cablecard Cable gives customers access to digitally encrypted cable channels without the need for a separate set-top box. With CableCard, you can
get both standard definition and high definition programming. The cablecard provided by the cable TV company inserts the TV's rear panel into the cablecard slot. Native resolution: Since kdf-E55A20 has a display resolution of 1366 x 768, all input signals will be displayed at 1366 x 768. The TV has three 0.87 wide XGA LCD panels, each
one for RGB (red, green, blue) signal that each solves 1.04 million pixels to give a clear, crisp, accurate picture. WEGA Engine System: Sony's proprietary WEGA engine system provides great picture quality from any video source by reducing signal degradation due to stabilizing digital to analog conversion and signal processing. The
major technologies engineered and designed by Sony in this engine are: Composite Component Processor (CCP-X): The first step in digital processing system, composite component processor (CCP-X), chroma decoder increases input signal-to-noise ratio by digital processing. DRC (Digital Reality Creation)-MF V1: Unlike traditional line
doublers, the DRC multifunction feature replaces the NTSC waveform of the signal with an almost HD equivalent by digital mapping processing. The DRC palette option lets you customize the level of detail (reality) and smoothness (clarity) to create three custom palettes. DRC Mode: You can choose from the following DRC advanced
video options: High Density: Creates a high-resolution picture with 4x density for high-quality sources, such as DVD player or satellite receiver Progressive: Recommended Cinemotion 3/2 pulldown processing to move images: This function provides a customized display by automatically detecting film content and applying reverse 3/2
pulldown process. Moving photos will appear to be clearer and more natural-looking. Optical engine: Sony optical engine provides a high-resolution picture from corner to corner on the entire screen. It also provides an image with high brightness using 132W UHP (Ultra High Pressure) lamps (Model XL-2200) that you can easily change.
Vega Gate: Vega Gate Screen gives you access to the following options: Favorites: Lets you store and view up to 16 of your favorite programs Takes you recently Channel on cable input antenna: Antenna input takes you to recently visited channel on external inputs: lets you select devices associated with your TV settings: lets you adjust
video, audio, screen, channel, parental control, setup and application menu program guide: it's equipped to show program information when available from the TV station. The program guide lets you review program information and select both analog and digital channels. Video mode: You can select Vivid, Standard or Custom. Vivid
setting enhances picture contrast and sharpness. The standard setting displays a standard picture for the normal viewing environment. Custom setting displays a picture with minimal enhancements. You can set a video mode freely for each video input. Wide screen mode: You can select a default screen mode to use for 4:3 sources.
When watching the channel, you can use the Wide Mode button to cycle through wide screen mode. If the 4:3 default is set to anything but off, the wider screen mode setting changes only for the current channel. When you change the channel, the extended mode is automatically replaced with the default setting of 4:3. You can choose
from the following screen wide screen mode options: Wide Zoom: Extends the center part of the picture and stretches the left and right edges to fill the screen normally: gives 4:3 picture in normal mode to fill the screen Full: Detail 4:3 Picture horizontally only to fill detailed screen zoom: 4:3 Picture horizontally and vertically a similar aspect
ratio that fills the screen power saving: You can view the picture with low power consumption by selecting the power saving mode. The picture becomes darker, but the black level is increased. To view the picture without the benefit of power saving, you can select standard mode. Static sound: This feature stabilizes the volume level,
preventing unwanted explosions of sound during ads. Sound effects: To enhance sound, you can select TruSurround XT, which adds a three-dimensional sound to stereo programs, or fakes, which adds a surround-like effect to mono-channel programs. Sound effects can be turned off BBE: The BBE circuit adjusts phase relationships of
low, mid and high frequencies. The result is improved sound with more effect. Sleep timer: The sleep timer closes the television after a specified time. Sleep timers can be set to 15, 30, 45, 60 or 90 minutes. On timer: This unit has two timers that can be set by day, time, duration and channel. Optional TV stand: The TV can be mounted on
the optional Sony Su-GW12 stand (item #158SUGW12). Remote Control Multibrand Remote: Supplied Remote is pre-programmed to operate this unit and has many functions on other brands of A/V components including DVD players, DVDs/VCR. Units, HDD/DVD combo units, VCRs, cable boxes, and satellite receivers. Inputs and
Output Notes HDMI Inputs: The TV has HDMI (High Definition Multimedia Interface) input that provides an uncompressed, all-digital audio/video interface between the TV and any HDMI-equipped device, such as the DTV set-top box, DVD player or A/V receiver. HDMI supports enhanced or high definition videos as well as multi-channel
digital audio. You can also connect the DVI-equipped device to the TV via the HDMI-DVI adapter cable. Since the DVI connection does not output audio, you will also need to connect an audio cable to the TV from the DVI-equipped device. The HDMI input has left and right RCA audio inputs. Component video input: Two components will
accept video input 1080i, 720p, 480p and 480i signals. Audio out: The TV has rear-panel audio output, which has left and right RCA audio jacks. Using the menu, you can choose fixed or variable audio output. Audio jacks are operationable only when the TV's built-in speakers turn off optical output: You can use the TV's optical digital
audio output to connect the Dolby digital/PCM-compatible digital audio device, such as the audio amplifier. Front panel inputs: To add a game console or camcorder, the TV includes front panel input (behind the drop-down panel) with stereo audio and composites and S-video jacks. For mono audio connections, you should use left
channel input. S-Video X2, Composite x2, Audio (RCA) X5, Component X2, HDMI X1, RF X2Apptable Color Temperature Adjustable Color Temperature 1080i (HDTV), 720p (HDTV), 480p (Edtv), 480i (Sdtv) Audio (RCA) X 1, Optical Digital Audio (RCA) X1, Composite X1, S-Video X1Be is not on this page. Thank you, we'll look into it.
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